
MEDIA BRIEF

ENTITY/ORGANISATION:  Ronald McDonald House Canberra ACT and South East NSW

PRODUCT/BRAND/INITIATIVE: Not for profit organisation

BUDGET: US$10,000 per month

DATES OF ACTIVITY Start: September 2020

BRIEF DATE: 28th August 2020

CLIENT CONTACT: Robyn Zwar

CLIENT EMAIL: robyn.zwar@rmhc.org.au

CLIENT PHONE: 6281 5894

End: 31st October

Purpose
● Why are we advertising?
● What is the challenge, opportunity or imperative?

We will be advertising for the RMHC’s RedWig Challenge. This virtual event will run for the entire month of
October and has the target of raising $50K. The purpose of advertising will be to increase both reach and
engagement as that will help greatly with reaching and hopefully exceeding the $50K donation goal. This,
now virtual, challenge will track each teams kilometres until they reach their predetermined goal and
encourage them to #gothedistance with different prizes to be won. This challenge will provide RMHC with
the opportunity to help families with seriously ill children to keep on fighting.

Overall Objectives
● What are the objectives?
● Do you have measurable, realistic KPIs, evaluation goals, or volume targets?
● Over what time frame?

To effectively market the Red wig challenge through successfully bidding, using relevant keywords and
marketing an enticing ad to the right target audience to maximise participants in this year’s fundraiser.

Lift website traffic to increase the CTR and generate maximum clicks to the RMCH website and in turn raise
$50,000 over the course a month (October the 1st to October the 31st ).
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History
If relevant:
● What is the brand or initiative’s history and current awareness?
● What is the recent advertising history?
● Are there any problems facing the brand or initiative?

RMHC initiative is to support the ever-changing needs of seriously ill children and their families. In 1981 the
first Ronald Mcdonal house opened its doors in NSW.

The charity has grown to 18 houses across Australia, providing 19 family rooms, 5 family retreats, One care
mobile and a National learning program.

RMHC's recent advertising history includes various short video ads on platforms such as youtube. These
include ads such as, “Ronald Mcdoanld House Charities McHappy day announcement (2015)”. This ad
outlines information about McHappy day which is on the 17th October, where $2 from every big mac sold
goes towards donations to helping sick children in need.

RMHC Red Wig challenge is a charity event where participants dress up in signature event colours of red,
orange and yellow walking 5-10km with all donations going towards seriously ill children. Previously the
event was  held on the shores of Lake Burley Griffin, but this year (2020) the event will be a virtual event.

One problem that may arise are participants that do not have access or are not tech savvy, may struggle
with using the various apps.

Geographical location and exposure
Canberra? ACT Region? Southern NSW? Interstate? International? Be specific if possible.

The challenge is Canberra based therefore it should reach an audience in Canberra and surrounding areas
within the ACT region and a 100km radius around Canberra.

Environment
If relevant, are there any groups, opinions, or voices that compete directly with your message or initiative?

In the Canberra landscape, there are no competitors when looking at the main service offered by Ronald
McDonald House Charities; housing families of seriously ill children. However, the Cancer Council does
provide some of the same services to families with children going through Cancer. The Cancer Council
offers financial support, educational programs and recreational activities but are geared mainly to support
families dealing with Cancer. Although the Cancer Council and Ronald McDonald House Charities are the
main competitors in this field, they have different messages and voices. While overlapping somewhat,
RMHC and the Cancer Council have very different focuses.
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Audience
● Who do you need to talk to achieve the objective? Provide any insights on the audience we are talking to.
● What does your audience currently think, feel, or do about the brand, issue or initiative? How does it affect their

behaviour towards it?
● Are there particular behaviours or interests that define who the audience are?
● Is there an Indigenous component?
● Is there a CALD (Culturally & Linguistically Diverse) component? Provide insights on the CALD audience we are

talking to?

● We need to talk about how we are going to support the families, especially during this time with
COVID being a blockade

● Give some encouraging words to the parents, especially in the advertisement.
● There is a better chance on the parents linking on something that I an angel in disguise
● carpe diem(we must seize the day for them, during this time)

The audience feels: The target audience still feels valued by the charity.

Brand: brand already has a big brand image, in the country and also globally. Ronald McDonald House has
supported thousands of families since our doors opened over 40 years ago. A global research team*
worked with RMHC to evaluate the impact of our House Program on families around the world. The
following is a summary of those findings.

Issues: With the current global pandemic, To address COVID-19, the most significant change to the house
was closing all common spaces and activity rooms and increasing the frequency of disinfecting and
cleaning.

Behaviours: volubility, needing help

Define who the audience is: The audience is families, parents, in particular, to ensure that they can still be
with there sick kids and also not have to worry about financial struggles, especially to during this time where
many Australians at the moment are going through financial struggles (e.g., one parent only working or both
unemployed)

Indigenous component:
● Involving the indigenous community is vital. They are also going through the same situation as other

families.
● Have something especially to connect to their traditional values.

Tone of Voice
If relevant - what is the tone, mood, or tone of voice of the campaign you will produce?

The tone of voice for this campaign will be very fun/exciting and family orientated. This is evident through
the bright yellow, purple and red colours, along with the picture of a family happily running on the website
page.
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Timing / Seasonality
● If relevant, are there any seasonal or other timing constraints affecting your campaign? Please note any key dates

which need to be observed or that may affect the campaign.
● Will there be a ministerial launch that we need to be aware of?

The advertisement and fundraiser will run from the 31st of September til the 31st of October however
donations can still be made upon the conclusion of the fundraiser. The goal is to raise the $50,000 within
this time frame. Choosing the timing and seasonality of an advertisement is very important as it plays a
huge factor into the success of the advertisement. Due to the Ronald McDonald House running throughout
the duration of October, this puts the advertisement in the fourth quarter of the advertising season. A large
portion of global advertising happens in this quarter meaning that advertisers will have to pay more for
impressions as demand increases. This means that we will have to be very specific when choosing our
keywords and their rankings.

Timing of the advertisement is also key. The peak times to advertise on google is between 11am and 9pm
as this is when you will have the greatest opportunity to convert site visitors and schedule campaigns
accordingly.

An ACT general election is running from the 28th of September til the 17th of October. There is a lot of
advertising in place for this election and may take attention away from the Red Wig Challenge. This is a
factor that we will need to take into consideration when choosing the specifics of our advertisement to
ensure that it meets our full potential.

Other communications activities
What other activities (e.g. event marketing, direct marketing, media launches) are you conducting to complement your
advertising, and when?

Creating other forms of communication for the community will give everyone easy and convenient access to
information about the fundraiser. Facebook and Instagram are two of the most popular social media sites
with billions of active users between them. Advertising the fundraiser one these platforms or any similar will
ensure that the engagement and reach of the fundraiser will be at a higher level. Youtube is also a very
popular platform to advertise on due to its ability to have small pop up ads on videos. This will drive ad
clicks and traffic coming onto the Ronald McDonald House page.

Radio, press, television and social media ads have been launched since the 17th of August which have all
contributed to the success of the fundraiser. Without these forms of marketing, the community would be
very unaware of the fundraiser and its purpose.

Evaluation/Tracking
● What does success look like?
● How will the results be measured? Link these back to the objectives you outlined above.

Clicking onto our site and registering either as a team or an individual.

Increased Clicks, Higher Conversion Rates, More Brand Awareness.

The amount of money raised in conjunction with our first and second campaigns.

Client Approver signature: ……………………………………………………

Client Approver name (print): ……………………………………………………

Date of approval: ……………………………………………………
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